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Granddaddy of “Great Expectations”  
 
Dating back to William Penn’s artful plan for a sparkling new city, 
Philadelphians have long shared responsibility for helping improve his 
innovative “Greene” town.  “Great Expectations,” the latest of many 
creative citizen planning efforts, has an instructive forerunner in a 
1981-1983 project, “Philadelphia: Past, Present, Future” (P:PPF). 
Over 33 months it produced many signposts of lasting value, 
energized its almost 250 participants, and left a legacy of ideas well-
worth pondering by “Great Expectations” participants. 
 
Created and led by Ted Hershberg, a nationally renowned Penn 
urbanologist, and aided by journalist Peter Binzen, the Project saw 12 
Task Forces of 20 to 30 volunteers wrestle with many pressing urban 
challenges.  Philadelphia had lost 100,000 jobs in the 1970s. Many 
white residents were leaving for the suburbs. Its crime rate was high. 
Its school profile was low. Its roads and infrastructure were poor. 
Certain inner city blocks resembled bomb-wrecked European cities in 
1945. And its lack of vision, pizzazz, and soul was a glaring and 
debilitating wound. 
 
P:PPF volunteers varied by age, gender, class, race, and that sort of 
thing.  But in a critical matter we were as one: We believed nothing 
good would be accomplished unless we upheld Penn’s confidence in 
our ability as engaged citizens to trump shared urban problems. Our 
literature boldly reminded all that “in this city – where the American 
experiment began – we stand at the threshold of another beginning.” 
 
After months of evening meetings in one another’s living rooms, the 
twelve Task Forces produced clear engaging Final Reports, each rich 
with scores of intriguing pragmatic recommendations. For example, to 
help increase real income Philadelphia should try by 1990 to achieve 
an across-the-board cut of 30 percent in the use of energy in 
apartments, businesses, and home. Another Report urged switching 
from a “growth-and-expansion” mentality to a “conservation-and-
rehabilitation” strategy. A third wanted new flexibility in land use 
patterns, the better to foster urban farming on vacant lots, the 
uncovering of the city’s creeks, and the restoration of the landscape 
through massive reclamation. Still another Report recommended 
development of a Philadelphia-Pittsburgh Economic Alliance to 
coordinate economic cooperation within the state. 
 
The Task Force I co-led with civic activist Lenora Berson asked what 
the city might usefully accent over the next 25 years. By 2006 we 
wanted it wired for mass low-cost access to computer power 
(something scheduled now for 2007). We wanted it to sparkle with 
revived neighborhoods, many with great schools, job-creating small 
businesses, and a local barter economy (now featured on many civic 
web sites). We wanted  it to boast more energy conservation and a 
celebration of Nature. We wanted it to accent reasons for tourists to 
flock here. We wanted outsiders to associate it with culture, fun, and 
leisure. And we wanted it to champion collaborative arrangements 
with surrounding suburbs and cities. 
 
The better to promote our recommendations, we urged creation of a 
specialized think tank, a “Philadelphia Tomorrow Center,” modeled on 
those then helping in Atlanta, Dallas, and elsewhere. It would 
emphasize networks rather than boundaries.  Flow, rather than 
stasis. Catalysts, rather than final products. Frameworks, rather than 
a Master Plan. 
 
Along with seeding many city-boosting ideas steadily being realized 
across the years, many of us were changed in three unexpected, if 
very welcomed ways: First, we came to marvel at the “smarts” of one 
another, especially those quite different from ourselves.  Second, we 
learned to practice the art of listening, as we were often far more 
accomplished at speaking. (Anecdotal evidence suggests many 
thereafter improved as parents and spouses). Third, notwithstanding 
frank and unsparing discussion of urban ills, we gained new 
confidence that citizen power could overcome. 
 
“Great Expectations” has the distinct benefit of empowering 
techniques of civic deliberation developed long after our project. As 
well, participants  can use the Internet (unavailable to us) to stay in 
24/7 contact, hold virtual meetings, and research mind-stretching 
fresh concepts (Car-Sharing, Cohousing, Integral Urbanism, Solar 
Envelopes, etc.). Accordingly, we P:PPF veterans pass the torch 
along with high confidence, having learned ourselves a quarter 
century ago the exhilarating value of trying to take our city where it 
has never been. 
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